
Contextul Statement
I began by brainstorming ideas and doing some quick sketches of the ideas, just so i can visualise what I will 
be planning to take pictures of. I found coming up with ideas was a big struggle for me as photography was 
more of an aid to add onto the final design, not an artwork itself.

After and while I was generating ideas, I was researching similar simages or inspirations on how i could go 
about creating this constructed image. Looking into the composition of the image to the effects and manipu-
lation of them. I found there was such a huge range and variance of style out there that gave me another road 
block, how can I select the right way of creating this. In the end I had to really look into the mood I want to 
portray and what kind of effects with help me achieve that.



From my research and sketches I began setting out to take photos for my compositions. Started off with 
landscape and large spaces, seeing how I can combine them to create the day to night fade. After taking these 
picture and creating the image, I found that this was no enough, was too simple and had not enough con-
structed aspect to it.

Idea 1 - FInal OutcOme



Next was the burning cigerette. Taking a few photos of the place location and then where I will be setting the 
scene. I began taking photos of my holding the cigerete infront of a textured pillar but I found that my hand 
should not be there. So i took pictures of it standing up right on the ground with the old warehouse back-
ground and the dirty ground. This shot turned out pretty good so i ended up using that scene.

Idea 2 - FInal OutcOme



Idea 3 was the growing in age image. I found my old passports and thought this would be great to use in one 
of my ideas. So i began scanning the images off my passport and putting them together to show the transfor-
mation. I had a difficult time with positioning the images together to show the change to begin with, espe-
cially havn’t really found any inspiration and examples online. After overcoming that step, the next was the 
background of this image. I wanted to portray a metaphorical meaning of growing in age and getting stronger 
and wiser. So I used what I knew already and painted something using the traditional chinese style, also to 
show my roots, and incorporated that within the image. In the end the images was not up to my personal 
standard and did not seem powerful enough.

Idea 3 - FInal OutcOme



The last idea i had was something to do with a creative way of expressing my stress and how I am dealing 
with this in my mind. Looking back into my research there was one image that stood out to me while think-
ing about this idea. I had toy guns so why not try something like that. Started taking images of myself and the 
gun, then trying to recreate my version of that image.

Idea 4 - FInal OutcOme



Now to select the idea for my final image. To me it was a clear choice which one was not suitable, but to 
choose the right one for the final was a bit of a 50/50 between idea 2 and idea 4. Both of these photos stood 
out, also had a personal meaning for me in it. Both of these had something personal I am struggling with and 
seemed suitable to show as my final. In the end I chose the burning cigerette. Reason behind this is because 
of the composition and the lighting, on top of that is the slight effect to show the meaning behind the image.

Final Image

The burning cigarette

Something that has been burning my pocket for a while, this image symbolises the struggle I 
have financially and one of the main reasons that is happening to me is the addiction to cig-
arette. Even though it burns through my wallet and puts me in struggles to pay for everyday 
expenses, I seem to always have enough to buy this dirty habit of mine. One day there is a pos-
sibility that this could burn me down to the ground with nothing left, not just financial but also 
health.



Reflective Statement
Photography is not my strong point, so I found this assignment very diffucult. Coming up with the ideas and 
then implementing that into my images was probably one of the hardest aspect of this assignment. Work-
ing alone did not help as I was no able to take these ideas to a larger perspective. Some of the difficulty was 
putting images together in a way that can portray the idea and as well look pleasing or eye catching. For me 
photography was an aid to other means of design/artwork, but after this assignment, I found that the image 
itself can tell many stories. There was a lot of aspects to think about while putting an imge together, I learnt 
that the composition, the mood, the lighting, the subject and the effect was all equally important to create 
the final image. I began exploring the area I visit often, from around my house, to where i park, to the path 
I take to class. Using these environments I see everyday, I began to incorporate them into my images, using 
particular areas for the scene. Also looking at what i already have in the sense of objects as well, I picked out 
the most relevant items I could use, again incorporating them to my images. Last was using the skills I have 
learnt over the first year of uni and also the skills from my previous experience, to enhance the images. I am 
suprised at the final outcome as I never thought I could come up with something so abstract, but on the other 
hand also dissapointed that I did not explore more into my ideas. This was a huge learning experience for me, 
I am not sure what to think of this form of photography for my future use. Maybe I will come across this type 

Conceptual Statement
The idea behind this image is the waste of money in cigerettes and how it could effect me in the future.
First was taking the image of the cigerette burning, I had to portray the cigerette as the main object then lead 
it to what the future would be, that is the reason i set the cigerette onto the ground. Something else I did was 
overlaying an image of money on the cigerette to show the struggles of my financial situation. On top of that 
was setting the mood of the image to get the feeling of wasting away or burning away, so I had made it look 
like the edges of the image are rough and glowing red to show the burning sensation.


